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CHAP I 
I1RODUCTIOJ1 
Excessive fertility by families with meager resources was 
recognized as ous of the potent forces to p.rp.tuate slums, il]-h.alth, 
inadequate education and even delinquency. Following th. theory of 
Thomas Maithus on population, "man' s ability to r.produc. was greater 
than hie ability to produce the necessities of life," on. can see that 
the problem of poverty and misery ha. evidently bean threatening the 
earth for several centuries, as man tanda to increase his kind faster 
than he increases his subsistence Maithus saw that th. problem of 
fertility would continue to confront the economically advanced 
countries and would continue to remain a serious one. This is 
evidenced among families at the lowest levels of income and education 
as Shovai by the United States, the United Kingdom and Sweden - where 
families with the most limited economic and educational resources have 
a relatively high fertility rate. Malthus then was not only right in 
foreseeing the problem of "over-population" among highly dev.loped 
countries, but was even more correct regarding developing nations as 
they undergo rapid urbanization and modernization. 
The Population Control and Economic Development Centre of 
Organiiation for Economic Cooperation (1969) reported that the rate 
of urbanization in the underdeveloped countries was almost uniformly 
between k and 5 percent per annum. Such growth of urbanization 
threatens and worsens the problems of housing and public services 
which primarily affects the poor (slum) sectors. 
Laquian (1968) confirmed the consequences, stating that, "as 
urbanization becomes a world-wide ph.nos.non, slums and squatting 
become common in developing countries." The push of the poor 
countryside and the pull of the urban centers send people flocking 
to the cities at an unprecendented rate. The results especially 
during periods of political upheaval and calamities, are the choking 
and overcrowding of cities. In 1960, the American Development Bank 
(Petersen 1972) estimated the housing shortage in Latin America at 
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between 12 and 1 million imite, which would coat a total of $30 billion, 
and with modest counity facilities sa much as $50 billion. One need 
only ponder where uch an amount could co.. froc to realiz, that slums 
are an inevitable fact. 
na.ly, the Philippines also is no exception to this 
universal fact. Th. population data sheet published by the Population 
Reference Bureu records the Philippine population as of 1978 to b. 
+6 million. The 1975 census (vo].uae I) shoved the country' s population 
to be 2,67O,665, ranking 15th in the world and 6th in Asia. In 1970 
it was shown that the growing segment of the Philippine population was 
living in towns and cities. The Population Center Foundation (1978) 
published statistics showing that the country was 32 percent urbanized. 
With this growth ther, was no doubt that the population of Latin America 
was now being experienced in the national arena. President Marcos 
himecif said that the two conditions which today show vividly the 
nature and extent of the problem of housing sr. the slums and the 
squatter. (Gorospe, 1970). In greater Manila, for instance, it i.e 
estimated that about 20 percent of the population lives in sl or 
squatter colonies. Since the squatter population i.e increasing at 
12 percent per year, a such bigger rate than th. total population rate, 
squattera are becoming an ever larger part of the total population 
(Henderehot, 1969). 
Iloilo province, th, sixth ranking provino, in the country 
today, has a total population of 1,313 ,01O of which 227,221 are urban 
people. Total households number 355,819 (Integrated Census, 1975). 
Laquian (1972) pointed out that th. city alone has thirty two percent 
slum dwellers and squatters. 
STATlZ1T 0F ThE PROBLD( 
The squatter (the man who illegally occupies the land and builds 
his own home on it), has its own special character. Illegal housing 
construction on someone else's land is facilitated by the warm climate 
in areas like Manila. Squatters need to build a minimal structure 
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rapidly before being discovered by the owner. Thus Hendershot (1967, 
p. 25), commented that the need for more housing is inescapable as long 
as population continues to grow. In greater Manila for instance about 
20 percent of the population lives in slums or squatter colonies. 
People in the slua* are symptoms of urban problema, not the 
cause. They are virtually imprisoned in that low stratum of society 
for a variety of reasons which can only be und.rstood by iersing 
oneself into their lifestyle. While our society is designed to assure 
alternatives to where we live, how we Live and what we do, e1 dwellers 
do not have that freedom of choice. They are denied a ful]. range of 
opportunities in education, job. and to same extent the services they 
need most. Relative to these forces are the phenomenal characteristics 
of the alum sectors themselves that may hasten popu]attoe growth. 
Hence this study is undertaken with reference. to the following 
variables: 
Demographic characteristics (age, six and marital 
status of household member). 
Education (highest grade completed fèr both husband and 
wife). 
Fertility (for women 15-k9 years of age - to include 
age at first marriage, duration of marriage and number 
or children ever born). 
k. Employment (whether husband and wife are employed, 
underemployed or unemployed). 
Migration status (duration of stay in the city, 
reasons for leaving the place of origin and reasons 
for the choice of the present place to live in). 
Family Planning practice (use or non-use). 
STAT(E!fT 07 HYPOTHESIS 
The research would try to test the major hypothesis which states 
that, for alum dwellers fertility varies according to: 
k 
level of education of husband and wife; 
labor force participation status of husband and wife; 
family planning practice; and 
(k) migration status. 
OBJFTIV OF THE STUDY 
Being descriptive in nature, the study was an attempt to describe 
the socio-demographic characteristic. and fertility behavior of slum 
dwellers in Iloilo City. Respondent. are married women aged 1519 
years old, who are then the unit of analyate. 
Specifically the Objectives of the Study were: 
To describe the aocio-demographic characteristics of slum- 
dwellers in bib City e.g. age (husband and wife), family size, 
household size, age, sex and marital statue of aU household aember., 
educational attainment of the husband and wife, income of husband and 
household income, wife's participation in gainful employment and 
migration statue of women alter marriage. 
To determine whether the fertility level of slum dwellers 
is associated with their amount of education. 
To find out whether there is a relationship between women's 
age at first marriage and their fertility. 
k. To e8tablish a relationship between the amount of education 
of women and their family planning behavior. 
To show whether Family Planning behavior is iMluencing 
women's fertility behavior. 
To determine whether migration behavior of women affects 
their fertility level. 
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ability to remeaber exactly. It is t.tàfOi possibl, that most of 
the information given was but a modest approximation of the data asked 
for. 
Anohsr :ltaitation t. found in the ems attitude of auaiciofl 
of foreign fasa , the interViewers who. thiy met for :th. first :tj5. 
This leada not only to tbe :difficulty in obtaining vital inforUtio., 
but aleo increases the possibility of biased iufc tián The1 
accuracy of the data therefor. leaned hard on the rs.pomd.nte' ability 
to recall, to report. with authenticity and to their willinn.e, o, 
cooperate. To .ai4a1. fficiency of the 5cb.4u]e, thresssrçber,. 
employed two research aide from .l areas,, being covered. 
Moreover the reaearcher i cog iat, of the ft. tat eice the 
study included only ten out of twenty identified alum barangaye in 
Iloilo City, the findings may not b. conclusive. To aug.nt the 
already listed, limitations of the 8tudy, it i woi while tO aot.. 
the institution of. a mbr of development, of both, goncnt andH 
private entities, business enterprises and the uk. which say. hay. 
affected the structural set-up of the city. 
OPERITIONAL DEFINITION 
To provide clarit7 to the study, terminologies aredsfin.d 
technically within the context as used. 
Slum_dwellers are persona living in th, arias: identified 
the Ministry of Social Services and Development (MSSD):as dep?.uód 
barangay; people who are recipiente of the NSSD progr's: and benefits 
for the needy. 
Household head - spouse of respondent who is known to be the 
main provider of the family and is responsible for the care and 
organization of the household. 
Household members - are persona irrespective of their age, sex, 
marital statua who are living in the household at the tise of the 
interview and share a common arrangement for the preparation and 
consumption of food. 
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Amount of education - ref ere to the highest number of years of 
schooling one has attained. 
Migration - refers to the movements of person or household members 
from one bouse to another house in the esa.. barangay/district (ItISAB); 
another barangay in the same town (ABSAT); another town (A?) j another 
province (AP); and those not belonging to *bov. mentioned placee (JUMP). 
Age at marriage - refera to the number of y.ar. sosploted or 
lived by a woman since she have started a marital union and/or 
cohabitation. 
Length of stay in the city - refera to the length of tile one has 
spent living in the present place. 
Fertility - refers to the number of completed births (i.e. dead and 
alive) a woman has had at the time of interview. 
THRICAL FRAMEWORK 
Several studies agree on slums and squatting as a social problem, 
and some would view the problem as the natura]. consequsnc. of development. 
Sdwards (1972) for example, views the increasing concentration of people 
in urban areas a the key to development since urban areas ar. the 
centers for innovative ideas and activities which are vita], for nation 
building. Others would look at it as a problem associated with 
population maldistribution. Whichever view, most ss.m to agra. that 
slums are the visible evidence of the exploding city, th. object of 
sympathy, high fertility and thus poverty. Rarely however was the 
effort focused on the investigation as to whether slum dwellers are 
experiencing come form of change in their status relativ, to their 
varying soc io-deaographic characteristics. 
At present both the government and privat, institutions through 
various media of communication are launching a massive campaign for the 
control of population growth. Such efforts may be assumed to have 
influenced the fertility behavior of women in all walks of life, 














FIGURE I: CONCTUAL FRAMEWORK 




In this context it can be assumed that Iloilo City slum dwellers 
have varying fertility behavior according to their varying socio- 
demographic characteristic.. 
STATEMIT OF HTPQTKESIS 
The main hypothesis suggest. that for slum dwellers fertility 
varies according to their varying soc io-deisographic characteristics. 
Specifically the following hypotheeis states that: 
The amount of education influences the fertility 
behavior of slum dwellers. 
Those who married young have a higher fertility 
than those who married old. 
The more the number of moves the sin. dwellers 
have, the lower the fertility. 
k. Slum dwllera who are actively participating 
in gainful employment have lower fertility. 
Family pl'n'g acceptors have lower fertility. 
Th. higher the educational attainment the 
higher the participation in gainful employment. 
The longer the duration of marriage the slum 
dwellers have, the lower the participation 
in gainful employment. 
The more number of moves of the re.pondsnts, 
the higher the participation in gainful 
employment. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATIONSHIP WITH E!TSTINO RLEARCR LITERATURE 
The explosive growth of the urban population i* brought about by 
natural incisas, end/or migration. A f ew of the mor. obvious results 
that rapid population growth brings sr. problems which includ. poor 
housing and few urban services. Ultimately, the.. give rise to slum 
dwellings, underemployment and even unemployment. 
A slum is a deteriorated area of th. city populated by poor people, 
where the oldest housing ii generally found separating the central 
buaiess district fro. the newer residential districts. Old buildings 
however do not cause slums. It is the low incoms of the residents which 
creates alus housing (Nuth, 1969) Hollin.geheed in Elmtown'e Youth 
stated that many lower class children are forced to drop out of school 
simply because they are the object of conscious and unconscious 
discrimination on the part of classmates, teachers and school 
administrators. Further, he stated that for many in th. lower clase 
milieu formal education seems a wasteful frill: time spent in the 
classroom sight be better spent in earning money, helping the 
family or simply having fun (Hodges, 196k, pp. ikk-ik8). Such 
statements are confirmed by Conant (1961, p. 36) stressing that youth 
in the big city cluse dwell in a aeseoth cocial cospl.x. They have 
all the negative influences, including the lack of high mobility in 
the family unit The family unit is one that discourages education 
and does not stimulate ambitions. Chances ars, according to Hunter 
(1969, p. 9) that the slum child lives with parente or adults with 
little or no education. They do not provide the stimulus or 
encouragement for the child to benefit from schooling. Rather, 
they expect the child to drop out of school before finishing high 
school. Another support wad that of Duncan' s findings which ihowed. 
that the family factor and the school dropout provid, the preciares 
that impel even academically talented youth to withdraw fra. school 
(Merton 1971, p. 575). William Foote Whyt. (1955), in his study of 
Cornerville, an Italian slum district peopled by two groups of men, 
the college boye and the corñer boye, explained that in the district 
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though education is tremendously important for social and economic 
advancement, it is not enough to explain why some men rise while others 
remain stationary. 
Deutsch (1963) pointed out that the skill. the lower class child 
brings to school are such a.. to make early failur, almost inevitable. 
Therefore school experience in the house means that skill. of 
inattention are learned. Punch (1968) iaid the valus system of the 
slum school contains the tacit belief that social conditions outside 
the school are such that failure by children i. inevitable. This 
belief, in turn, makes such failure inevitable. Th. school socializes 
new teachers into perpetuating its values and attitudes; therefore 
failure is perpetuated because teachers learn how to help children 
fail. 
The Population Census Survey (1975) revealed that in Iloilo, out 
of 1,082,119 persons aged 6 and over, 61.1 percent have completed at 
least a year of elementary education; 17.1 a year of high school 
education, and k.6 percent a year of college education. Academic 
holders constitute 3.9 percent, while 11.7 percent bave not completed 
any year or grade of formal education. Of the 661,103 persons who 
received an elementary education, 32.0 percent of those who attended 
college have not earned a degree. The Loobon study revealed that 
uneaplojeent is one of the main problems. Of th, total number of 
1,758 employable adults 15 and over in the sample survey, 1,191 are 
jobless, representing about 66.75 percent of the total labor forces 
(Jocano, 1975, pp. 35-37). The same trend follows in Laquian. study 
of Barrio Magsaysay (1968, p. 68). He found out that the placer is 
populated by a relatively young group. The modal age for household 
heads was 25 and 30 years. Further findings from Magsaysay' s reaearh 
revealed that there was significant correlation between youth and 
education. A full 38.2k percent of all f emily heads who were 2k y.era 
old have gone through high school. The percentag. of secondary school 
graduates declined as age increased. 
Holger (1975) argues that lower working class people have f etw 
occupational skills and frequently have lee. than a grade school 
education. Many have difficulty finding a job because they are the 
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last to be hired and the f iret to be fired. They have difficulty 
acquiring job seniority. Thus it is not surprising that many of these 
people believe diligenc. and thrift have little to do with getting 
ahead and that only by "luck" or "connections" will they ever better 
themselves. The book alune arid Suburbss A Coentary on Schools in 
Metropolitan Areas, etated that in a few studies conducted in slum 
areas in large cities with respect to unemployment of the youth, 
59 percent of sale youth between ages 16 and 20 are out of school and 
unemployed; of the boys who graduated from high school, k8 percent 
were unemployed. "Although the censes of juvenile delinquency are 
complex and there is no single solution, employment opportuniti.s 
are clearly important," he concluded (Canant 1961, p. 36). 
During the period of prosperity when unemployment is reduced 
to a relatively low level, the disreputable poor remain unemployed 
or work irregularly (Broo. and Selznick 1973, p. 18G). Clos, to tbe. 
findings, the Survey on Squatters Settlement in Xuala Lumpur showed 
that in the eett1sent th. average onthly earnings of thos. paid for 
employment or who have other sources of inca.. vary only within a 
narrow rang.. It can be described as offering only a barely 
subsistence level in Malaysia, which has a relatively younger 
populatïon and thus a higher ratio of unemployment (Pine). 
A somewhat different finding on unemployment ratee emong slum 
dwellers or squattera both internationally and nationally was revealed 
by various studies. Luke S. K. Wong for example found that in 
squatter settlements in Rongkong, only four percent of th. economically 
active population was unemployed (Duwyer, 1971). Latin America has a 
relatively low un.aployed squatter population: twelve percent in 
Rio de Janiero and eight percent in Barrangquilla (Ulack). Slum 
Dwelling can be both "a alum of hope or a slum of despair." A 
comparative study of "Slum and Squatter Counitis in liv. 
Philippin. Cities" published in the Philippin. Plsn'ing Journal 
noted that only between one and six percent of th. population cari 
be classified aa unemployed in the slum and squatter settlements 
surveyed in Baguic, houa, Cebu, Davao end ligan Cities (Cariio, 
1971, p. 12) In like manner, tllack (1976) found that in La Paz, 
one of the slum areas he studied in Cagayan de Oro City, two of the 
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twenty respondents interviewed were unemployed and the average monthly 
income of hou.sehold heads was about 175 pesos. 
Herbert Gana (1966, p. 54) study on Weet-InOr. stated that to 
the Weet-Endere children come because of marriage and because God 
brings the.. There t. some planning of conception either through thø 
use of the church approved rhythm method, or more rarely, contraception. 
To them the couple with 6 to 8 children seems to be rare as a large 
family sizó is .till respected because couples highly valu, children 
themselves. In Manila, Jocano (1975, pp. 56-57) found that ong the 
alum dwellers, conception of children is not discouraged especially 
by those who are religious. To them it is sinful to tamper with what 
God has given man - the ability to bear children. A number of women 
further express the desire to have more children because it is the 
only way they can bold their man, to help hi. and to keep hi. motivated 
to work, aside from the children's functional economic value. Moreover, 
the survey on the "Values, Attitudes and Desire for Children" revealed 
their reasons includ, the view that children help to avoid boredom, 
to serve as distractions from problems of work and u relief from 
strain and worry. To strengthen family ties and to sake the marriage 
more stable and durable, was mentioned by one-fifth of the respomsents. 
?rom among many questions asked "assistance in old age" got th, highest 
response (Bulatao, 1976) Th. same resulta are given by Jocano et. al. 
(1976) in their studies on "The Value of Children of the Lakeshore, 
Laguna." 
What attracted migrants to America was the gleaming hope of a 
better life that bustling industrial complexes have always held out 
to the poor and the down-trodden. So th.y poured into the big northern 
and western Metropolitan areas. Many have indeed caught on in city 
life and we should not ignore that fact. In March 1967, for example, 
the average Negro family in the Metropolitan areas had an annual inqose 
of $5,300 as compared with an average of $2,900 for those who remained 
behind. But many did not get jobs and what happened was commonly 
tragic. The able-bodied man often could not find a job in the alien 
culture. Again in 1968, the unemployed generally, and especially the 
jobless Negroes were concentrated in the largest Metropolitan Areas 
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in the U.S. In som, big city slums only about half of the adult men 
have full-time job. and about one-fifth of those with full-time jobs 
earn lees than $60 par week, Loewenstain (1977). An "Assimilation 
Model" illutrated that the rural and urban population are asaud to 
possess a significantly different subculture: th. vaines and norms 
of the rural subculture create and. sustain behavior patterns which 
result in high fertility, while the values and norms of the urban 
subculture tsnd to produce lover fertility. In contrast, the 
"Social Mobility MOdel" argues that the urban cultnre creates 
pressures which will be first felt by rural-urban migrante, thus 
they are expected to adopt contraception which result. in lower 
fertility (H.nttershof, 1971). With regarda to employment, many 
studies have shown that migrants have little opportunity of moving 
to a higher occupational structure. In support of this contention, 
a study conducted in developed societies has suggested that persona 
from farm origina occupied the lower rung of the urban occupational 
ladder (Lipeet and Bendex, 1959). Palabrica-Co.t.11o (1978) did a 
study of differential migration to Cagayan de Oro and found that 
migration ratee to the city were especially heavy among young adulte, 
females, and unmarried persons. Migrants were also found to be better 
educated than non-migrants in their areas of origin but Less well 
educated than those already living in the city. 
Consequences of migration to the individual have interested a 
some of the Philippine social acient jets. A few studies which have 
been conducted along these lines include Lopez and aollnsteiner, 
1976 and Zablan, 1977 who portrayed migrants to cities as having 
financial difficulties. Zablan, for example, listed the numerous 
difficult i.e encountered by the migrants coming from rural areas to 
Cebu City. Among these are unemployment, und.resploymeut and 
obtaining sufficient income. In response to these pressing problema 
encountered by migrants Hendershot (1971) indicated that on the 
average migrante are making necessary adjustments which results in 
lower fertility than the natives. 
The preceding research work suggest. that the fertility of slum 
dwellers is higher than that of ordinary urban residente and that it 
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varie. in term. of education, employment, and migration status. All 
these appear to be related to this writer's interest in the theoretical 




Population, Sample and Place of Study 
This study was conducted in the city of Iloilo, province of Iloilo, 
Philippines as shown in Figure 2. It is one of th. two capita]. cities 
in the Island of Pana, the other one being Roxa.e City. It is a first- 
class city which is composed of five districts namely: Jaro, La Paz, 
Manduriao, Mulo and Ar.valo. The city proper is comprised of barangays, 
twenty of which were identified as "depressed barangay" by the Ministry 
of Social Service and Development (MSSD). 
Table 1 shows the total nuiber of barangay from which the identified 
depressed barangay were used as a sampling frame for the primary sampling 
unit in selecting ten sample barangays, which were drawn through 
probability sampling proportionate to population size (PPs). The 
sampled barangay which were drawn without replacement were used as the 
samplïng frame for the second stage sampling. 
The desired clusters or barangays, however, were drawn syatesaticaily 
through probability proportionate to size (PPS) drawn without replacement, 
Such sampling procedure was done by assigning probability numbers (a 
form-digit number for each area from 000i-k778. Thn an interval was 
computed using the following formula: 
Tota]. Number of HE 
= desired number of cluster 
where: 
T = the interval 
Total number of household = the 
census household count of 1975 
desired number of cluster = number 
of barangay want8 to obtain 
The completed households listings of al]. areas were numbered 
separately, n to nUi to be used as the sampling frame for each particular 
FîGUE 2. 1eotur 
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Table 1. Mea. Identified by Minietry of Social Servie.. 
and Development as "Depreaa.d Barangay" Area. Used 
sa Samplin.g Trame for Primary Sampling Unit 
TOTAL k7?8 




)4alipayon Delgado 108 0001 - oio8 
Tisawa Tanza 225 0109 0333 
Villa Anita 329 033k - 0662 
Maria Clara 197 0663 - 0859 
Tanza Baybay 300 0860 - 1159 
General Kugke. 303 1160 - ik62 
Ortiz 270 1+63 - 1732 
Rizal E.tanzu.la 356 1733 - 2088 
Zamora Eatansuela 2k5 2089 - 2333 
Edganeon 218 233k - 2551 
O**ena 1k2 2552 - 2713 
Rizal Pela Pale II 303 271k - 3016 
Blumentrit de la Rama 233 3017 - 32k9 
Rizal Pela Pals I 201 3250 - 3k50 
Mabolo Delgado 206 3k51 3656 
Dsnao 223 3657 - 3879 
Legaapi 4. la Rasa 172 3880 - k051 
Rima Rizal 110 k052 - ki6l 
Rizal Ibarra 182 k162 - k3k3 
Veterana Village k35 k354 - k778 
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barangay. Unite were drawn systematically from the sampling frame 
using the table of random numbers (Tamame, 1978). The formula employed 
in determining sample size for the actual household to be interviewed, 
in each area was: 
actual household count ideal number of 
expected household count sample size 
where: actual household cotant = the present 
household population 
expected = the census count of 1975 
Ideal uaber of sample sise = tota]. 
household to be interviewed 
Table 2 shows the sampled barangay and the sample eize for each 
ara. 
Table 2. Sample Barangay with Both the 1975 Household 
Population and Total Number of Household Population 
Enumerated at the Time of Interview; and the Total 









Rizal Pela Pela I 201 287 24k 
Legaspi de la Rama 172 172 1+0 
Voterans Village 1+35 379 33 
Malipayon Delgado 108 9k 35 
Tanza Baybay 300 305 2+1 
Ortiz 270 212 
Rizal Eatanmuela 356 302 
Edganeon 218 1+7 
Rizal Pela Pela II 303 223 
TOTAL 2363 2021 3 
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Nevertheless, Table 2 as shown revealed that 8 or 80 percent of 
the clusters did not sect the ideal pick of 0 sasplee or unite 
because of ease changes that had occurred in the arcas. Of those 
areas with a decrsaeed population of household, 2 or 25 percent 
eutfered the greatest fall of alus inhabitant. naa.ly: Ortiz and 
Villa Anita. The forser being in close proxisity to the recent 
constructed/expanded banking, business and educational institutions 
should have a tresendous population fall out The alus population 
which site back of the latter (Villa Anita) perhaps was due to the 
conversion of a portion of it into a sub-division, as well as to the 
expansion of the Aa.rican Schools and the Anti Tubercu]oeia Paviflion. 
Here the author acknowledges a degree of bias introduced into 
the enuseration of the household population in Villa Anita. Household 
residente in this eub-division were deliberately ositted due to 
personal judgsent that the area, assessed through it. buildings, 
its well landscaped surroundings and through coon knowledge was 
peopled by wealthy fasili... Therefore, Villa Anita was taken out 
of the saniple because it could not be defined aa a alus or a d.pr.se.d 
area according to the )455D. 
DATA COLLECTION 
A structured interview schedule was ued in gathering the data. 
The instruments provided enough apace for both specific questions that 
required relatively concise answers expected of the respondent. (e.g. 
age, sex, marital status, education, etc.) as well as some opportunities 
for probes and follow-ups. The schedule was constructed in English 
and then translated into the respondents native tongue (Hiligaynon). 
To ensure reliability of the Huligaynon version of th, schedule it 
was again re-translated into English by another person and revised 
to correct any probless. 
To ascertain clarity and appropriateneBs of the inatrua.nt tot 
gathering pertinent information, it was pretested by ten peopl. who 
were representative of the population of tha sample. It was at thj 
period aleo that the length of titite for interviewing was determined as 
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well am other abiguiti.. that had not been fors.sn ding the reviein 
and translation of the instrument Data on the pr.-t.et were analysed 
and studied for material, feasible for reproduction and field adminis- 
tration. Respondents used in the pre-test were excluded in the final 
analysis. 
DATA ANÁLISIS 
Analysis of data was done in two parts: (a) a description of 
the socie-demographic characteristics of slum dwellers; and (b) relating 
some of this characteristics to their fertility behavior. 
Frequencies, means, and percentages were employed in the descriptive 
analysis, while Chi-aguare (Freund, 1952) was utilized in showing the 
relationship between the independent and the dependent variables. The 
same statistical method likewise was used to determine the acceptance 
and rejection of the entire hypotheses which were all tested at .05 
level of significance. Th. formula followed was: 
(fe)2 
where: f = the observe frequency 
e = an expected frequency 
f-e) the squared value after subtracting 
the expected frequency from the 
observed value 
CHAPr IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Historical Background of the City of I].oilo 
The city of I1i1 on the aoutheaat cosat of Pansy Island is the 
principal trade center of the Western Vissyse. In 1936, tb. city wee 
granted its charter by the Conaonwealth Act Ib. 57. Located at the 
mouth of the Jaro River, the city was the sits of Spanish control. 
It still shows a marked Spanish influence in the architecture of ita 
buildings and famous churches. 
In i688, Iloilo City becase the capital of houa province, 
which aleo included all of Panay Island and part of Negros. One of 
the earliest Philippine porte opened to foreign trade, th. port of 
hloilo began serving international shipping in 1855. The city grew 
rapidly as the major port for the commercial sugar industry of Negros. 
However, with the eventual construction of harbor fscilitiee in 
Negros, there was a huge drop in Iloilo's freight. 
The port city continues to service the rest of the rice, sugar 
and fish-producing island of Pansy which includes the provinces of 
Antique, Capia and Akian. In addition, passenger traffic is high 
with thousanda of laborers migrating through I].oilo to Negros sugar 
plantations. Iloilo's excellent protected harbor is provided by 
the Iloilo Strait which lies between Panay and Guisaras Islands. 
Iloilo'e income of 9,688,O29 in fiscal year 1971-1972 was 
principally derived from its ports and touries industry. Th. rest 
case from several email-scale industries. The city has a large hom 
textile industry which produces pint jusi. It is also an important 
furniture manufacturing center. 
The city occupies an area of approximately 56 square kiloseter 
Its population, which showed a steady increase up to the 195O's has 
grown sore slowly. In 1970, the population of hloilo City was 
209,738 with a density of 3,7+5 persons per square kilometer. The 
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Age of reepond.nte 15 - 19 6 1.9 
20 - 2k 51 16.2 
25 - 29 71 22.6 
30-3k 63 20.1 
35 - 39 51 16.9 
ko-1+4 39 12.4 
L45..L49 33 9,9 
Total R 31k ioo.o 
Total Age 10,630 
Mean Ag. 32.6 
Age of household 19 - 2k 22 7.0 
heads 
25 - 29 6k 20.1+ 
30-3k 66 21.0 
3539 148 15.3 
1+0-bk 50 15,9 
1+5-1+9 36 11.5 
50 and over 28 8.9 
Tota]. R 
Total Ages 





educational Mo schooling O O 
Att ainsent 
(wife) Elea.ntary 110 35.0 
Prisary 1-1+ (26) (8.3) 
Intermediate 
5-6 (8k) (26.8) 
High school 11+8 k7.1 
College 56 17.8 
Total 314 100.0 








N = 31k 
Educational No response 7 2.7 
Attainment 
Elementary 107 3k.1 
(husband) 
Primary 1-k (30) (9.6) 
Intermediate 
5-6 (77) (2k.5) 
High school 132 ¿42.0 
College 68 21.7 
Total 31k 100.0 
Total 2,696 
Mean 8.27 
Household Heads No income 9 2.9 
Income 
P100.00 and below 136 ¿43,3 (Weekly) 
P101.00 to 
P299.00 155 ¡19,14. 
P300 and over 114 ¿4.5 
Mean P121.00/week 
Median P116.97/week 
0-2 103 32.8 
3-k 101 32.2 
5 and over 110 35.0 
Total 31k 100.0 
Total Births 1,338 
Mean ¿4.10 
Household 2 - 3 42 13.k 
size k-5 34,7 
6-7 84 26.8 
8 and over 79 25.2 
Total 31 









Category 34 Percent 
Male 937 48.5 
Female 987 51.5 
Tota]. 1,924 100.0 
Sex ratio 98/100 
Single 1,138 58.8 




separated) 67 4.0 
Total 1,924 
It is interesting to note that a majority of both huaband. and 
wives who were alum dwellers in Iloilo City were educated with very 
little variation in their mean education (8.3 for husband. and 8.1 for 
wives), which wae at least second year high school. 
Income of household heads. The reported average weekly income of the 
respondents' husbands was 9121.00. Less than one-half or 136 (43.3 
percent of the respondents) declared that their husbands' earnings 
were below one hundred pesos (io0.o0). Approximately one-half 
(155 or 49.4 percent) of the respondents reported that their 
husbands' income ranged from 9100.00 to 9299.00 per week. Very 
few (1k or 4.5 percent) indicated 9300.00 per week and over as 
their husbands' income. The highest reported income was 91,115.00 
while the lowest was P40.00 a week. The mean income was P121 00 
per week while the median of the incomes reported was 9116.97 per 
week. 
With this, it can be noted that there wa* a wide variation 
in the reported income of husbands by their wives ong slum dwellers. 
It should be recalled however that the declared income may not be 
100 percent reliable. Field observations indicated that at the 
tine of interview, there was a massive campaign against tax evasion. 
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Thus one can infer that the move of both the government and private 
sectors to maximize payment of taxes must have restrained the respondents 
from declaring the true income of their husbands for fear of being 
discovered and taxed. Interviewera told that when respondents were 
asked about income there was acme amount of hesitation in their 
answers, that what they gave was perhaps a modest estimate of their 
husbands' earnings. 
Children ever born (completed births). A larger number of respondents 
(110 or 35.0 percent) had children ranging in number from 5 and over. 
There were 103 or 32.8 percent of the women with completed births 
between O to 2; 101 or 32.2 percent had between 3 or k births. This 
shows a very close differential between number of births of respondents 
with k.io births as the mean. 
Household size. The size of the household ranged from 2 to 15 members 
with the mean of 6.2 members per household, which is a little over the 
national average. One-seventh or k2 (13.k percent) had 2 to 3 members. 
Slightly over one-third (108 or 3k,7 percent) of the household res- 
pondents had k to 5 members. More than one-fourth (8k or 26.8 
percent) had 6 to 7 members and one-fourth or 79 (25.2 percent) was 
composed of B and more members. 
Sex and marital status. Almost one-half (937 or k8.5 percent) of 
the household members were males. Al]. the rest (987 or 51.5 percent) 
were females. Of the 1,92k household members, the majority (1,138 
or 58.8 percent) were single, all other. (67 or k.0 percent) were 
widows, widowers and separated. The sex ratio in Iloilo sluas was 
98/100 which aeas that there were 98 males for every 100 females, 
an indication of a lower sex ratio, though very insignificant. 
Family Planning Practice of Respondents 
Family planning has yet to gain better acceptance by slum 
dwellers. Data from the survey (Table k) confirmed that only a little 
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more than one-fifth of the sample vives (21.9 percent) were currently 
practising family planning while a larger number (k2.7 percent) never 
dared to adopt any family planning practice at all. Although the 
remaining 35.k percent did us. family planning, th.y too suit after 
some time. 
Table k. Family planning practice of respondents 
Factor Category 
Number 
N = 31k 
Percent 
Family Planning User 69 21.9 
Use 
Used But Stopped 111 35.k 
Never Used 1314 142.7 
Total 31k 100.0 
Duration of Marriage in Tears 
Data indicate that the majority of the slum dwellers have been 
married for at moat ten years by the time of the survey (Table 5). 
Young marriages of I to 5 year duration were those of 28.7 percent 
of the respondents while another 23.3 percent had been married for 
6 to 10 years already. Longer marriages of 11-15 years duration were 
accrued by 19.1 percent; 16 to 20 years were accrued by 12.14 percent 
while sample wives who married at least 21 years ago comprised only 
16.6 percent of those interviewed. 
Age at Marriage of Respondents 
Slum dwellers seem to favor early marriage. Data (Table 6) 
indicate k2.k percent of the respondents married upon reaching 
15 to 19 years of age; 36.3 percent were aged 20 to 2k years at 
onset of marriage while 16.5 percent decided to marry during their 
late 20's (25 to 29 years old). Slum dwellers who married during 
their early 30's (30 to 3k years old) make up 2.5 percent of the 
respondent women. Slum dwellers vho married when aged 35 years or 
over cosprised 1.7 percent of the sample wives, while only 0.6 percent 
married when younger--aged 1k years or younger. 
Table 5. Duration of marriage in years 
Factor 
Tota]. 31k 100.0 
Total DM 3,772 
Mean 20.70 




















35 and over 5 
Total 31k 
Total AM 6ik8 
Mean 20.70 
Duration of Marriage l-3 90 28.7 
6 - 10 73 23.2 
11 - 15 60 19.1 
16 - 20 39 12.k 
21 and over 52 16.6 
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Ideal number of births based on respondents' assessment of family 
income. Data obtained from the survey (Table 7) show that most slum 
dwellers believe that their income cannot support a big fily. 
Of the 31k women interviewed, the majority (56.1 percent) indicated 
that 3 or k children make up a family of ideal siz, while for 26.k 
percent, only one or two children could b. well supported by their 
family income. Only 17.5 percent claimed th, capacity to support 
5 or more children. 
Table 7. Ideal number of births based on respondents' 
assessment of family income 
Nuaber 
Yactor Category 
if = 31k 
Percent 
Ideal number of births I - 2 83 26.k 
based on family 
3 - k 176 56.1 income (IBBFI) 
5 and over 55 17.5 
Total 31k 100.0 
Total IBBFI 1,119 
Mean 3.k3 
Number of Children Desired by Respondents 
As to the number of children desired by slum dwellers 
(Table 8), the majority (53.2 percent) preferred 3 or k children 
while another 30.9 percent wanted an even smaller family of only one 
or two children. A big family of 5 or more children was the choice 
of 13.3 percent of those women asked, although the rest (1.6 percent) 
expressed no preference at all as to number of children. 
Housing Status of Respondents 
A great majority (75.2 percent) of the respondent slum dwellers owi 
houses (Table 9). Data further show that 17.8 percent live in rented 
houaes, while 7.1 percent denied ownership but pay nothing for occupation 







Table 8. Number of children desired by respondents 
No plan 5 1.6 
1-2 197 30.9 
3-k 167 53.2 
5 and over 1+5 13.3 
Total . 31k 100.0 
Total NCD 1,076 
Mean 330 
Table 9. Housing status of respondents 
Respondents' Plan to Move Residence 
When asked, most alum dwellers thought of no plan to reside 
outside the alum area. Le shown by the data (Table lo) 6k.3 percent 
of those interviewed preferred to remain in the slum ares while only 
35.7 percent indicated a plan to wove. 
Reasons Yby Respondents Plan to Move 
The 112 respondents Nho did plan to move residence justified 
their intentions by giving reasons SL1Ch as the need of the government 

















Table 10. Respondents' ..svre to the ia.tio1 Do yes 
plan to sús a soie?" 
Tutor 














h.althfla.ea of the eua ere (22,3 percent) end varcrowdiag 
(21.1. percent), Abance of pree t the plac, vu al.so cl.sLii.d b' 
4.3 percent of those who pien to move while 38 percent wetted ob. 
in other places. Rsa.sons gv.n .sa trMuenLtly 'ar r,epoftdente' 
desire to .cuiz. a house md lot (1.8 percent) or to uparate tres 
parents whoa they ais presently et*ytn.g with (f,9 percent) Rov.rer 
th. other 2.7 percent ud. plans to mo,. so they could be with their 
in-laws. 
Reasons Wh Repondeuts Wnt to R canin 
in the Slum Aren 
Further inquiry into the 211 slum dwellers who indicated no 
plan to move caused 1.0.1 percent of thea to claim that proximity to 
their husbrd's ob and ease of earning a living Justify their chotae 
Re&eons given with lesser frequency were difficulty d zpens 
inirred in aovtng not to aentiot their ignorance of cay plu. to 
go (18,8 percent); easy means of transportation to aerket, school 
or church (5.9 percant) and prenene. of rslativss is the sLum aren 
(3.0 percent). Surprisingly, a good 31 et the smeple vives 
(15,1. percent) regard the place u b.autitu.t, peaceful sad were 
contented to stay. Birth, and having bees is, the plac, for a 1mg 
time, were also citd by oea respondents (3.9 percent) although 
3.0 percent exp]ain.d nothing about their choice to continue 
residing in the slum area. 
3k 
Table Il. Reasons why respondent. plan to aove 
Factor Reasons 
Niaber 
N = 31k 
Percent 
Reasons for the Lot needed by 
plan to aove govern&ent/ 
owner k7 kl.9 
Place not 
healthy 25 22.3 
Overcrowding 2k 21.14 
No progrese 
in the 
area 5 14.5 
Look for better 
job k 3.6 
Want to separate 
from parente 2 1.8 
Want to atay with 
in-laws 3 2.7 
Plan to acquire 
own house and 
lot 2 1.8 
Total 112 100.0 
Not applicable 202 
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Table 12. Reasons why respondents want to stay in place 
Factor Reasons 
lhber 
K = 31k 
Percent 
Total 202 100.0 
Not applicable 112 
Reasons for 
not planning 
Access to husband'. 
job/economic 
to soy, means easy 
Expensive, difficult 
to transfer; no 
81 ko.i 
plac. to go 38 18.8 
Place beautiful; 
peaceful, contented; 
want to stay 31 15.k 
Owned business/storer 
house; house and 
lot free 16 7.9 
Was born/grew/been 
in place for long 12 5.9 
Eaay means of trans- 
portation to market/ 
school/church 12 5.9 
Presence of relatives 
in the place 6 3.0 
No coents 6 3.0 
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Respondents' Reasons for Choosing the 
Slum Area for Residence 
Among the top-ranking reasons behind the choice of the alum 
area for residence (Table 13) are its nearness to business centers 
or its being a workplace (17.5 percent); people's desire to 
separate from their parents, in-laws and relatives (16.7 percent); 
and marriage (1 1 percent). The presence of their in-laws and 
relatives in the alum area has also attracted ease 13.7 percent 
of those asked, while 11.9 percent cited the suitability of the 
place for business or proximity of the ease to their means of 
livelihood. Other reasons given were the desire to get jobs 
(12.8 percent) and to study in the city (1.3 percent) while 
10.5 percent had no other place to go. Only 1.7 percent of those 
interviewed did not justify their choice. 
Respondents' Reasons for Leavin 
Their Original Place 
Inquiry into why slum dwellers left their original place of 
residence was also made during the survey. Two categories of 
reasons were prominent--marriage and distance to work of former 
residence (29.5 percent) and relocation, destruction of dwellings 
by fire, overcrowding and the need of the owner for the house and/or 
lot formerly occupied (29.5 percent). Other reasons given, 
however, by even fewer respondents were the desire to look for 
jobs or to study in the city (22.7 percent) and to join relatives, 
parente and in-laws (10.7 percent) although 1k out of 2314 sample 
wives (5.9 percent) left their native places purposely to separate 
from their parents, in-laws and relatives. Only 1.7 percent of 
those asked gave no justification for leaving their original place 
of residence. 
Education and Fertilit Level 
Table 15 shows the amount of education of the respondents cross 
classified by the number of births they had at the time of interview. 
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Table 13. Respondents' reasons for choosing the 
Total 23k 
Not applicable 80 







of the place 
to live 
Near b/r business, 
workplace 






Presence of parente, 
in-laws, relatives 
in the placa 32 13.7 
Marriage/joined 
husband 33 1L#.1 
Get job 30 12.8 
Better place for 
business/near 
means of livelihood 28 11.9 
Only place found 
vacant 2k 10.3 
Study 3 1.3 
Unstated 1 17 
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Table 1k. Respondents' reasons for leaving the original 
place 









far from his/her 
original 
place 
work 69 29.5 
Reloc at ed/f ire/ 
ov'ercrowding/ 
government/owner 
needs house/lot 69 29.5 
No job/look for 
job/study 53 22.7 
Joined relatives/ 
parents, in-laws 25 10.7 
Separate from 
parent s/in-lawe/ 
relatives 1k 5.9 
Unstated k 1.7 
Total 234 100.0 
Table 15. Percent distribution of respondents by amount 










Children Ever Born 












Total 168 83 63 311+ 
X2 = 13.33 g = -0.26? 
tabular values: 
0.05 = 9.1+88; 0.025 = 11.11+3; 0.01 = 13.277 
* = significant at 0.01 level 
It indicates that those with at least college education had the 
highest number of births of three (63.16 percent) and below, while 
only 7.0 percent had births of 6 and over. Chi-square value supporta. 
the hypothesis which is significant at 0.01 level. Gamma (g) resu1: 
(g -0.267) on the same manner suggest that there is a moder&t,ly 
high association between the amount of education and the number 
births of the women interviewed. 
The more education for the women, the higher tendency for he r 
limit her births, a clear depiction of an inverse relationship het.n 
the two variables mentioned as one tends to decrease with the nc 
of another. Such a relationship is consistent with the findirigs. 
Madigan (1979) when he said that "It may be that women with f ami 
well enough endowed to have sent them to college, possessing 1rç 
properties to oversee and to care for, such as to require gretr 
the average family size. The opportunity costs of not having 
for such families may conceivably outweigh any anticipated berfi1. 
be derived from family planning.' 
Duration of Marriage and Fertility Level 
The normal behavior of having a larger family size as a 
consequence of a longer duration of marriage is consistently obsr 
ko 
among Iloilo City slum dwellers as proven by sore than one-half (31 or 
65.9 percent) of the total number of respondents who were married for 
21 years and over in contrast to 12 or 7.3 percent of those married 
for 10 years and below of the same fertility level. On the other hand, 
those with births between 3 and below, 113 or 68.5 percent were that 
of women married between 10 years and below while only 9 or 19.2 percent 
had thie number of births of those married 21 years and over. 
Table 16. Percent distribution of respondents by duration 




Children ever Born 
3 & below k to 5 6 & above Total 
10 & below 
11 - 12 














149 82 83 314 
X2 = 944 g = -o.68 
tabular value&: 
0.05 = 9.488; 0.025 = 11.143; 0.01 = 13.27? 
0.005 = 14.860 
* =-significant at 0.005 level 
Chi-square computation (x2 = 94.842) supported the test which was 
significant at the 0.005 level. Gamma value (g = 0.684) further 
indicates a strong direct relationship between duration of marriage and 
CEB. In other words, the longer the duration of marriage, the ore 
children the slum dwellers have. 
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Migration and Fertility Level 
By examining Table 17 it could be noted that ther, is no 
significant relationship between floilo City sl dwellers' migration 
behavior after marriage and their number of births completed at the 
time of interview. Both chi-square (x2 = 0.776k) end g2 valse 
(g = o.085) maintained that the statistic. involved in th. tabl. were 
insignificant and dissociated, respectively. 
na = insignificant 
Wife's Participation in Gainful 
ploymant and Fertility Level 
Comparison between respondents' participation in gainful enploy 
and the number of births (Table 18) reveals en interesting shift of 
previous expectation (working women hav, lower fertility) becamae the 
resulte of the statistical teats behaved otherwise, that is, working 
women of Iloilo City amen have high fertility a. shown by 32.8 p.cent 
of the respondents with 3 end below number of births against 52,0 p 
from among the non-woricing category of the same fertility group. 
A change of result however took place in a medien fily aiae 
group where non-working women (22.14 percent) had a hier fertilit 
Table 17. Percent distribution of respondents by number 




Children ever Born 
3&b.low kto5 6&abov. Total 















1149 82 83 3114 
o.77614n8 2 0.085 
1+2 
0.05 = 5.991; 0.025 7.378 
= significant at 0.025 level 
than those engaged in earning a living (35.9 percent). Both chi-.qwe 
(x2 = 8.221+) and gamas (g = 0.25k) supported this clati which vas 
significant at 0.025 level of significance and a aodsrataly law direct 
relationship, respectively. 
education and Wives' Participation 
in Gainful Employaeut 
Croes tabulation of respondent.' asount of ncation *nd their 
participation in gainful eploy.ent (Table 19) indicated a very low 
association (g 0.035) between the two variable, on argna.nt, although 
chi-equare value supporta the hypothesis which was significant ,at 0.025 
level. 
Grouping by educational level signifies that extraies, the coll 
and elementary groupe, participated actively in gainful amploynent in 
favor of the elenentary group. Dieiarity in th. three gosp. or 
however provee of very slight difference. 
Table 18. Percent distribution of respondents by parti- 
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Table 19. Percent distribution of respond.nts by mount 
of education and labor force participation 
Amount of 
ducation 
Labor Force Participation 














6k 250 31k 
X2 = 7.8l1 g 0.035 
tabular values: 
0.05 = 5.991; 0.025 7.378 
* - significant at 0.025 level 
Duration of Marriage and Labor 
Force Participation 
Distribution of respondents' duration of marriag, by labor force 
participation shows that participation in gainful uployaent increases 
with tile increase in the duration of marriage (g z 0.k23). This is 
evidenced by 15 or 31.9 perc.nt of the respondents who ver, actively 
participating in gainful employment and were married for 21 years and 
over as against the 29 or 28.1+ percent of those who were married for 
10 years and below with only 12,1 p.rcent found angmenting tile f maily 
income. The claim is very highly significant at the chi-'.quar. table 
value of 0.005 level. 
The change in behavior of non-participation in .arning a living 
is also observable from 87.9 percent to 71.6 percent and finally 
68.1 percent of the respondents--a decrease in the non..participation 
in gainful employment which may be attributed to th. participation 
status. 
Table 20. Percent distribution of respondents by duration 
of marriage and labor forc. participation 
Duration of Labor Force Participation 
Marriage in 
Tears Participating Non-participating Total 
Total 6k 250 31l 
10 & below 20 (12.1) 1'+5 (87.9) 165 (loo) 
Il to 20 29 (28.k) 73 (71.6) 102 (loo) 
21 & over 15 (31.9) 32 (68.i) 17 (loo) 
X2 21.k76' g a 0.k23 
tabular values: 
0.05 = 5.991; 0.025 7.378; 0.01 = 9.210; 
0.005 = 10.597 
* eiificant at 0.005 lev.l 
Migration and Labor Force Participation 
A very consistent result on the effect of re.pond.ats' migration 
behavior upon their labor force participation tendency is still oorv4 
here (Table 21) This conclusion is mad. known after the hypotheais 
is subjected to both th. chi-square (X2 .k3ki8) end (g = 0.0007) 
tests. 
Broken figures likewise evidenced no or very litti. differentials 
in both participation (19 or 20.2 percent and ¡i5 or 20.5 percent) and 
non-participation (75 or 79.8 percent and 175 or 79.5 percent) when 
looking at the number of moves mad, by the respondents s!ter marriage. 
Family Plwrnig Practice and Number 
of Births (Last 5 Tàare) 
Table Z2 shove the respondents' family planning pr*ctice and 
number of births for the last five years. It reveals that the aajoritr 
(50.8 percent) of th. family planning adaptors were those with 2 and 
Table 21. Percent distribution of respondents by number 




X2 = 12.997 
tabular values: 
0.05 = 9.1+88 
0.025 = 11.1k3 
- significant at 0.025 level 
k5 
Labor Force Participation 
Participating Non-participating Total 
0.250 
Curr.ntly 
Using 9 (13.0) 25 (36.2) 35 (50.8) 69 
Used But 
Stopped 28 (25.2) 35 (31.5) k8 (i33) ill 
Never Used 38 (28.k) 57 (+2.5) 39 (29.1) 13k 
Total 75 117 122 31k 
I & over 19 (20.2) 75 (79.8) 9k 
O ¡i5 (20.5) 175 (79.5) 220 
Total 6k 250 31k 
X2 = k.k3k18 g = 0.0007 
Table 22. Percent distribution of respondent. by fauily 
planning practice and number of births for 
the past five years 
7mai17 Planning 
Births for the Past 5 Tears 
Practice 
o 1 2 & abovà Total 
10 & below 
Il to 20 
21 & over 
= 55.O9 
tabular values: 
0.05 =9.1+88; 0.025 = 11,1k3; 
0.005 = 11+.860 
* - significant at 0.005 level 
Table 23. Percent distribution of respondents by 
' duration of marriage and births for the 
last five years 
ii,o) 614 (39.3) 83 (1+9.7) 163 
28 (27.5) 39 (38.2) 35 (34.3) 102 
29 (i.7) 1k (29.8) k (8.5) 47 
g = -0.521+ 
0.01 = 13.277 
Tot al 75 117 122 31k 
Duration of Births for the Last 5 Years 
Marriage in 
Years o 1 2 & above Total 
more children. Quittera and non-adoptors on th. other hand were those' 
with O or I child, a kind of reasonable decision not to adopt or to ç 
adopting the program. 
Broken distribution of birth cases therefore suggest that the 
adoption of family planning practices tend to be high á.n the woman 
wants to control ber births, which test was significant 
(2 
= 12.997) 
at 0.025 level. Similarly, gamma (g = 0.250) value indicates that 
adoption of family planning program ia likely to b. high as the mambers 
of births to women gets high. 
Duration of Marriage and Number 
of Births (Last 5 Years) 
Chi-equare test (X2 = 55.09) fot' the duration of marriag, and 
birtha for the past five years proves highly significant (0.005). 
This deduction is clearly seen when looking at the 10.y'sar category 
of duration of marriage which indicates that almost one.half 
(l9,7 percent) of those who were married lO year's and below had 
2 or more children as against 18 or 11.0 percent of the cases in 
the sanie category with zero (0) birt.i. Gaa value (g z -0.52k) 
gives a negatively high correlation between th. two variables on 
west. By negative correlation, it is meant that as th. duration of 
marriage increases, births for the 1 sat five years would tend to 
decrease. 
Migration and Number of Births 
(Last Five Years) 
As previously discovered (Tables 17 and 21), there is no 
significant relationship between respondents' nuaber of aoves since 
marriage and their completed births at the time of interview. The 
same result is arrived at when the dependent variabl, is limited to 
births for the last five years (Table 2k). 
Spelled out cases reveal about 22 or 23.1+ percent of the cases 
had zero birth; 38 or +o.k percent had one birth; 36 or 36.2 percent 
had 2 or more births with reference -o those who have had one or mr 
moves. From among those who had not transferred residence, 53 or 
Table 2k. Percent distribution of respondents by maber 
of moves since marrisee and number of births 
for the last five years 
= g = 0.0009 
na = not significant 
24.1 percent had zero birth; 79 or 35.9 percent had on. birth and 
86 or 40.0 percent had 2 or more births. Gaa and chi-suare values 
simultaneously sustain the claim that both the hypothetical test and 
te&. o' cc'rrelation are respectively found insignificant as well as 
diasated. 
Labor Force Participation and 
Ejrths for th Lait Five Years 
Labor force participation by births for the last five years 
(Table 25) proves that there is a ver y slight significant relationahii 
be;ween the two variables on test (x = k.Li0005). 
Furthex examination of the table, however, shows that there is a 
low difference between the woman's nu.zber of births and th. degree of 
her participation in gainful employaeat. The statuent is made du. o 
the fluctuating tendency of the respondents to be active in helping 
the family earn a living at first until her first baby and gets lees 
active after her second and more birtAS. 
I and over 22 (23.) 38 (o.k) 36 (36.2) 94 
0 53 (24.1) 79 (35.9) 86 (ko,o) 220 
Total 75 117 122 31k 
Moves Since 
Births fc r the Last 5 Tears 
Marriage 
0 1 2 & over Tota). 
Table 25. Percent distribution of respondent. by labor 
force participation and number of births for 










Births for the Last Five Tears 
o 1 2 & above Total 
Participating 21 (32.8) 18 (28.1) 25 (39.1) 6k 
5k (21.6) 99 (39.6) 97 (38.8) 250 
75 117 122 31k 
children ever Born 
3&below kto5 6&above Total 
x = g = 0.091 
tabular value: 0.05 = 3.8k 1 
* = significant at 0.05 level 
Table 26. Percent distribution of respondent. by fily 
planning practice and total number of births 
Current 
Users 142 (60.9) 16 (23.2) 11 (15.9) 69 (100) 
Used But 
Stcpped 33 (29.7) 30 (27.0) 1+8 (143.3) 111 (loo) 
N9ver Used 1k (52.2) 33 (2k.6) 27 (23.1) 13k (100) 
Tot a]. 11+9 79 86 31k 
= 27.998 g = 0.353 
* = significant at 0.005 level 
Family Planning Practice and 
hmber of Children Liver Born 
The data in Table 26 suggest that fily planiing adaptor. h*ve 
the smallest family size. More than one-half or 60.7 p.rc.nt of the 
total cases who were practising family planning had 3 children and 
below; a little lees than one-fourth or 23.2 percent had k to 5 
children and only 11 or 75.9 percent of the cas., had 6 and mOr. 
children. Compared to the non-users of the progr, the data reveal. 
that there is a narrow disparity between those who adopted and those 
who díd not adopt family planning programs with referenc. to family 
size, but the difference evidently gets higher whn loøking at big 
family size. This was shown by 27 or about one-fourth (23.2 percent) 
of the non-adaptor cases. Hypothesis therefore which states that 
family planning adoptors have smaller families ta thus accepted at 
a very high significance level (0.005). Gamma value (g 0.353) 
likewise indicates that the two variables are correlated. 
Educatio. and Family Planning Practice 
Table 27 shows a direct relationship between amount of education 
and adoption of family planning (g = 0.183). It is shown by th, highest 
ercentae (35,7 percent or more than one-third) of th. college peopi. 
'tc were practisin.g family planning compared to only about one-fourth 
r 22.9 percent of the high school people and osly ik.o percent or one 
seventh of those with at least elementary education. From among the 
-tcn-usera, the table indicate. that less thaz os.-third or 30.k p*z: 
of the college cases did not practise family planning as against the 
majority of the elementary group of respondents. 
Strer ,thenjng the claim for a direct relationship indicated by t! 
gamma valu9, the chi-squa.re test gives a highly significant result at 
0.025 level of significance. 
Duration of Marriage and 
Family Planning Practice 
When duration of marriage was cross-tabulated with family plamú 
practice a convincing result was achieved. Stated hypothesis wa hi.. 
'Q 
Table 27. Percent distribution of respondent. by amount 
of education and family planning practice 
Amount of 
Education 






















69 111 13k 31k 
L'uration of 
larriage 





Never Used Total 
& below 2k (26.7) 17 (18.9) 49 (54.4) 90 (ioo) 
6 to 10 2k (38.9) 27 (37.0) 22 (30.1) 73 (loo) 
11 to 15 12 (20.0) 27 (45.0) 21 (35.0) 60(100) 
16 & above 9 (9.9) ko (44.0) 42 (46.1) 91 (ioo) 
Total 69 111 134 31k 
= 11,492 g z 0.183 
tabular values: 
0.05 9.488; 0.025 = 11,143 
* signifïcant at 0.025 level 
Table 28. Percent distribution of respondents by duration 
of marriage and family planning practice 
= 25.296 g = -0.055 
= significant at 0.005 level 
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significant at 0.005 level of test. Subsequently, gaw valu, 
(g = -0.55) strengthens the results depicting an inverse relati' 
That is, as the duration of marriage in years increases, the practi. 
of family planning decreases. This is ahorn by 26.7p.rcet of the 
cases who were married 5 years and below (not. that there is a slight 
increase in the percentage of adoption of the fily planning practice 
from the sixth to the tenth year of respondents' marriage. But the 
tendency to adopt dropped significantly low from the 11th year of 
marriage and over. 
Migration and Family Planning Practice 
The data in Table 29 shows the percentage distribution of 
respondents by the number of moves since marriage and family planning 
practice. It indicates that from among thoee who had at least one 
or more moves for life since marriage, 23.3 percent practised family 
planning, 36.2 percent practised but stopped at a certain period of 
&.ió. kl.5 percent did not attempt to try to adopt. From among the 
6t?ers in the present place 21.8 percent were currently practising 
family planning, 35.0 percent used but stopped and 43.2 percent ne 
used. 
Further investigation of th, data proves that there is no 
sig'iificaz relationship between the two variables when subjected 
to both the chi-square (x2 = 0.0635) test and gaema (g 0.107) 
measure statistics, 
Labcr Force Participation and 
:amily Planning Practice 
Respondents' labor force participation by family piming prt 
evince 20.3 percent or one-fifth of the respondents ho were activty 
participating in gainful employment favor family planning at the t 
of the survey. A little leas than one-third or 32.8 percent prt::. 
but had quit and some k6.9 percent never tried at all. 0f thesc 
participating in auenting family incose in sose way the ot 
22.k or a little more than onefifth were using family planning, 
36.0 percent used but had stopped and 1.6 percent never dared to. 
)4oves Since 
Marriage 





Table 29. Percent distribution of respondents by number 
of moves since marriage and family planning 
practice 
Family Planning Practice 
Currently Used But 
Using Stopped 
Never øe.d ota1. 
21 (22.3) 3k (36.2) 39 (1.1.5) 9k (loo) 
k8 (21.8) 77 (35.0) 95 (1.3.2) 220 (100) 
Total 69 111 13k 311. 
Family Planning Practice 
Currently Used But 
Using Stopped 
Never Used Total 
Participating 13 (20.3) 21 (32.8) 30 (1.6.9) 6k (100) 
Non-parti- 
cipating 56 (22.1.) 90 (36) 101. (1.1.6) 250 (100) 
Total 69 111 13k 31k 
= g = 0.107 
= not significant 
Table 30. Percent distribution of respondents by labor 
force participation and family planning 
practice 
05172na 
g = 0.083 
ne = not significant 
344 
Comparing then thou helping in earning a living .d those set 
helping, the table sanifeets no significant influence of the bebaejor 
on the degree of adoption of family planning progrs. Chi-sq*ar. tsmt 
= 0.5172) which instrumente this conclusion j. helped by the 
(g = 0.083) measures prompting that the two .riable, ere both 
insignificant and dissociated. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, ONC, IMPLICA?IOIIS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Suiaar 
A total of 31k households belonging to aim, of the d.press.d 
barangays in Iloilo City were surveyed using a structured interview 
schedule in order to evolve infornation concerning some ocio- 
demographic characteristics of s1v dwellers. An attempt was also 
made to relate some of the socio-emographic characteristics to each 
other but more emphatically to the fertility level achieved by elia 
inhabitants. The rearcher worked on the hypotheses which included 
the possible influence of education, age at marriage, migration status, 
labor force participation and practice of family planning to fertility 
level of slum dwellers; and of educational attainment, duration of 
marriage and migration to labor force participation of slum dweller 
wives. 
Sociodemoaic characteristics. A little more than one-fifth 
(22.6 percent) of the sample wives were 25 to 29 years old while a 
similar proportion of husbands (21.0 percent) blonged to the 30 to 
3k age bracket. Sample women' s ages averaged 32,6 years which was 
3.7 years younger than their spouses' mean age (36.3 years). Phe 
majority of the respondent women attained high school (k7.1 percent) 
and elementary education (35.0 percent). None got iero formal 
education while only 17.8 percent were able to study in college. 
The same trend was obtained for their husbands' educational attainment, 
Classification of household incomes derived from husband's earnings 
shows almost one-half (k9.k percent) of the respondents belonging to 
the weekly income category of P101.00 to 299.00. Mean weekly income 
of husbands was P121.00 with P116.97 as the medien. 
Modal category of number of children ever born was quite a big 
family of 5 or more births for 35 percent of th. sample households, 
Misan C was computed to be b.1o. Composition of slum households 
averaged 6.18 members with however a little more than one-third 
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(3k.7 percent) of the sample bussholda comprising ¿4 to 5 aeab.rs. 
The sex count of household composition shows a 98/100 san to women 
ratio while data on marits.l status indicated a 58.8 percent of the 
household members as single. More than one-third (37.2 percent) were 
married. 
Non-adoptora of family planning accounted for a higher 142.7 percent 
of the respondent alum wives compared to 21.9 percent as current users. 
Usera who stopped, however, totaled 35.k percent of th. slum dwellers 
(wives). 
With the time of interview am reference, the modal range of 
marriage duration (28.7 percent) was 1 to 5 years with a mean marriage 
duration of 12.01 years. Sample wives married at a mean age of 20.70 
years. Age range at marriage accruing greatest frequmncy was 15 to 
19 years. 
Three to four was claimed by the majority (56.1 percent) of the 
respondents as the ideal number of children based on their assessment of 
family income. Mean ideal births claimed warn 3.143. Similar data were 
obtained for number of children desired by slum dweller wives, in which 
case, 3 to k children were also preferred by th, majority (53.2 percent) 
with 3.30 as the mean desired number of births. 
In terms of housing status, the survey shows that about three- 
fourths (75.2 percent) of the alum fa.ilie own bouase, 17.8 percent 
rent dwellings wlii2.s only 7.0 percent occupied dwelling for free. 
Most (614.3 percent) alum dwellers had no plan to aove residence. 
Among the top-ranking reasons for their stay were access to their 
husbands' jobs and ease of earning a living (kO.i percent); expense an 
difficulty in moving plia ignorance of any other plac. to move (18.8 
percent); and beauty, peacefulness and contentment of current situatioi 
(15.k percent). Those who planned to aove residence gave the folloin 
reasons: need of the lot by the government/owner (141.9 percent); 
unhealthy environment in the slum area (22.3 percent) and overcrowding 
(15.Ii. percent). Other reasons were of lesser frequency. 
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Choice of the slum area for residence -was due to these three 
most prominent reasons, namely, its nearness to business centers or 
ita being a workplace (17.5 percent); desire of people to separate 
from parents, in-laws and relatives (16.7 percent); and marriage 
(lLf.1 percent). Why slum dwellers left their original plac. and moved 
to the present residence was accounted for by three reasons given 
most frecuently, to wit: marriage and distance of former residence 
from work (29.5 percent); relocation, fire, overcrowding and need of 
the government or owner for the bouse and/or lot formerly occupied 
(29.5 percent); and unemployment or desire to work or to study 
(22.7 percent). 
Relationship of amount of education, duration of marriage, migration 
behavior, and labor force participation to fertility. Inverse relation 
of moderately high statistical. significance (p = 0.01) was obtained from 
classification of data on amount of respondents' education and their 
fertility level, in which case, higher proportion of college category 
(63.16 percent) had three to four children ever born (Cm) compared to 
that of elementary graders (+3.36 percent) of the same CEB. 
Classifying CEB according to duration of marriage showed that in 
3 or less CEB category, marriage of at most 10 year duration got 
68.5 percent; decreasing to 26.5 percent for 11-12 year marriage 
duration and further diminishing to only 19.2 percent for marriage of 
21 years or longer in. duration. However, for 6 or more CB category, 
duration of at most 10 years obtained 7.38 percent, increasing to 
39.3 percent for 11-12 year category and further increasing to 
65.9 percent for marriages that happened at least 21 years ago. The 
direct relationship observed was found to be of high statistical 
significance (p = 0.005). 
Relationship of number of moves to fertility level was found 
statistically insignificant. Percentage of wives involved in. gainful 
employment with 3 or less CEB was 32.81 percent which was higher 
than that of non-working wives of the same CEB (52.00 percent). On 
the other extreme, percentages for 6 or more CEB was 31.26 of the 
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working wives and a lesser 25.60 percent for non-working wives. 
Statistical tests confirmed a high probability (p = 0.025) for the 
existence of a direct relationship. In other words, chancee are 
non-working wives had less children than working wives. 
Relationship of Education, Duration of Marriage and Miçation 
Status to Labor Force Participation of Wives. Data claseification 
showed that 19.3 percent of those belonging to the "college" category 
were working wives while elementary graders who are likewise working 
wives accounted for a higher percentage of 2.8. On the other hand, 
in the non-working classification were 80.7 percent from the "college" 
category and a lower 75.2 percent from the elementary grades. The 
observed relationship, therefore, was a tendency for wives of higher 
educational attainment to help earn a living for their f amilies. 
Conversely, wives who attained only the lower rungs of the 
educational ladder had a tendency of non-participation in gainful 
employment. The foregoing relationship was statistically significant 
at 0.025 level. 
Further classification of respondents belonging to different 
durations of marriage revealed that of wives married at most 10 years 
ago, 12.1 percent were labor force participante, while wives who wert 
likewise labor force participants got a higher 31.9 percent from thc 
married at least 21 years ago. The non-working group obtained 87.9 
percent from the "10 years and below" category and a lower 68.1 percent 
from those married at least 21 years ago. Ph. above data show a h; 
tendency for wives of longer marriage duration to contribut, to the 
income of their families. Statistical teste confirmed a high 
significance (p = 0.005) to this relationship. 
Percent distribution of wives by migration status and labor torce 
participation indicated that an insignificant relationship xietr 
between these two variables. 
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Relationahi. of f ami). lannj.: .ractjce duration of marri. :e mi 
status and labor force articipation to births for the last five years 
By associating family planning practice to number of births for the lut 
five years, the data showed that those with zero birth comprised 13.0 
percent of the current users, 25.2 percent of th. quitt.re further 
increasing to 28.Lf percent of the non-adoptore. On the other extreme, 
respondents with 2 or more births for the last five years, accounted 
for a high 50.8 percent of the current users, 43,3 percent of the qUitt*r 
and further diminishing to only 29.1 percent of the non-adoptore. Th. 
result was quite surprising since it appeared that the number of births 
increased with an increasing degree of family planning adoption. 
Nevertheless, the statistical teet supports the existence of such a 
relationship (p 0.025). 
By plotting duration of marriage against births for the last five 
years, it was shown that 11.0 percent of those married at aoet 10 years 
ago had zero birth while the same birth category comprised 61 percent 
of those married at the longest duration (21 or more years). Percentages 
under the 2 or more births category was an opposite trend, wherein a 
high L9.7 percent was accrued from those with 10 or less years of 
marriage and only 8.5 percent of those belonging to the longest duratio 
category. The relationship derived from this ut of data was a decrct 
in the number of births for the last 5 years as duration of sarriagu 
lengthened. The relation was found to be highly significant (p = 0.Xi 
When migration status was associated with number of births for tt 
last 5 years, the result indicated a poor relationship which was conLi 
statistically insignificant. However, results further showed that i- 
force participation had a significant relationship with births for ti 
last five years (p = 0.05). The relation however, could be considered 
negligible (g = 0.091) since very slight disparity was observed smoag 
the data. 
Relationship of family planning to CEBL education duration o marri& 
migration status and labor force participation. Classified data 
that for current users, 60.87 percent belonged to 3 or less CB categ 
while only 52.22 percent of the non-adoptors were under the same CEB 
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category. Those of 6 or more CEB were only 15.9k percent of the current 
usera but a higher 23.15 percent of the non-adoptera were classified under 
the same CEB category. Hence, the relationship is a slim chance for 
current users to have more children but a high tendency for non-adopters 
to have more children. Statistical significance was high (p 0.001). 
Slum dweller wives with higher educational attainment tend to 
accept family planning. This tendency was confirmed when respondents 
of varying amounts of education were classified according to family 
planning practice. As observed from the data, a higher percentage 
(33.7k) of wives in the "college" category were current users 
compared to only ik.ok percent of the elementary graders who were 
also current users. On the other hand, non-adoptors were 30.k6 percent 
of wives with college education which is lower than k6.5 percent of the 
elementary graders who, too, were non-adoptors. 
Breaking down data by duration of marriage and family planning 
practice, indicated that 26.7 percent of those with a maximum of 5 years 
marriage duration were current users compared to only 9.89 percent of 
those married at least 16 years ago, who were likewise current users. 
The quitters, however, were only 18.89 percent of those with 5 or lø 
years of marriage but a higher L1395 percent of those who were married 
at least 16 years ago. The relationship may then be stated as a 
decrease in the degree of family planning adoption with an increase n 
the duration of marriage among alum dweller women. The foregoing 
relation proved to be of high statistical significance (p = 0.005). 
The results also showed, with considerable probability, that 
family planning adoption of slum dwellers is not associated with bb 
migration behavior and labor force participation of the wives. 
Conclusions and Implications 
The greatest proportion of slum dweller wives and household hea 
are 25 to 3k years old. Wives on the average are however 3 years yot 
than their husbanda. Most slum dwellers, both wives and household 
had a high school education. Modal household size in the slum areas 
Iloilo City was k to 7 with the mean household having 6 members. The 
6i 
majority of the household members are female and the sex ratio is 
98 men to 100 women. Marital statua of houehold members showed abou 
60 percent single. 
Non-adoptore of family planning account for almost twice the 
number of current users (22 percent) while thosø who used family 
planning but quit later comprised about one-third of the slum women. 
As to duration of marriage of slum dwellers, the majority had bsen 
married for at most a decade by the time of the survey, while modal 
age at marriage ranges from 15 to 2+ years with mean marriage occurrth 
when women were 21 years old. 
Ideal number of births based on slum wivee' assesament of family 
income is 3 or +. The majority also desired the same number of 
children. As to their housing status, about three-fourths of the 
slum dwellers own houses while only about one-fifth board rental 
houses. 
The majority of the slum inhabitants had no plan to move 
residence. Prominent reasons for such preference include the need 
of the government or owner for the lot they are occupying, unhealthfL 
of slum area, and overcrowding. Top-ranking reasons for their desire 
to rernain in the slum area are access to husband's job and easy sean 
of livelihood in the place; expense and difficulty in oving in 
to ignorance of any other place to go; and contentment of current 
situation, to further include beauty and peacefulness of the slum 
The inhabitants choose the slum area for residence because of 
it nearness to business centers and ita being a workplace; their 
to separate from parents, in-laws and relatives; and marriage. 
slum dwellers left their original place of residence, is due tc' rri 
and distance of former residence to work; relocation, fire, OYt' 
and the need of the government/owner for the house and/or lot forir 
occupied; and unemployment or desire to land jobs or to study ir 
city. 
Fertility of slum dweller women is inversely related to sr 
of education which indicates that a woman with high educational 
tends to limit her births probably because she understands (better 
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the 1588 educated) the problem she would encounter in supporting a 
big family considering the relatively low income that ihe could depend 
upon. 
Fertility however, is directly related to duration of marriage 
and wives' participation in gainful employment. It is a normal 
consequence that husbands and wives who have been married for a longer 
period of time have more children. The second relationship could be 
attributed to the wife's or couple's belief that her participation in 
gainful employment augments their family's capacity to support more 
children, resulting in more births. However, the survey ahows that 
migration status of slum dwellers exert no influence at all on the 
fertility of wives. 
When wife' s participation in gainful employment was associated 
with other factors, it was found to be directly related to amount of 
education. Thia relationship is consistent with the view that education 
begets a wide opportunity for employment. However, this does not 
necessarily mean that non-working wives do not work because they do 
not want to. On the other hand, working wives do work because they 
are relatively educationally qualified. 
S1'im dwsller wives who accrued longer marriage duration tend to 
participate in gainful employment. This direct relationship should be 
existent since wives who have stayed long in marriage should have been 
well djuated to family life, hence, they could spare some of their 
time earning additional income for their families. Or probably, 
tey currently do not have young children who demanda most of their 
time at home. 
The study further shows that migration status does not exert an 
influence on the labor force participation of the wives. 
By associating the number of births for the last five years to 
other variables, it was found that duration of marriage is most likely- 
inversely relatived to fertility. Hence, the longer the marriage 
duration, the lesser births slum dwellers have for the last 5 years. 
This result indicates that slum dwellers tend to have frequent births 
during the early part of their married life. The frequency should th, 
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lessen during the later part of marriage because th.y have relatively 
enough children by then, and they should have anticipated already the 
problem of supporting additional children. 
Other factors such as migration behavior were found unrelated 
to fertility for the last five years; however, the latter tends to 
be directly associated with labor force participation which implies 
that some relationship should exist. The direct relationship, 
however, was shown to be negligible since percentages of working and 
non-working wives of different birth categories were of very alight 
disparity. 
The resulta also indicated that the number of children ever born 
(CEB) tends to increase from those of current users to quittera end 
finally to non-adoptors. This howa the benefit of controlled births 
resulting from family planning adoption. Unfortunately, however, slum 
dwellers who are current users accounted for only about one-fifth 
compared to about two-fifths who are non-adoptors. This implies a need 
for an increase in the degree of acceptance of family planning among 
this sector of the country's population. 
Further association of family planning adoption to amount of 
education, revealed a direct relation between them. Aa shown, cierne 
graders were mostly non-adoptors while moat college attainers were 
uaer. Thus, the schooling capacity of slum dwellers hould be ispr 
to effect a probable increase in the number of family planning adop 
among alum dwellers of tomorrow. 
Family planning adoption was found to be inversely related to 
durat ion of marriage which shows that moat of the recently marrii 
inhabitants are current users. Thia situation je attributable to th 
effect of recently implemented requirement of having some family 
education before marriage is allowed. Overall implication is sc' 
degree of success gained by the family planning program of the 
among recently married slum dwellers. It should b. noted, howeve: 
quitters of family planning practice accounts for a considerably hib 
proportion of almost one-third of the aluni couples and most of thou 
belong to the "big family" category of 2 or more CZB. 
6i 
Migration behavior and wives' labor force participation tend to 
exert no influence on their fily planning adoption. 
Reo ommendati one 
The abundance of jobs in the city haa been continually gaining 
the preference of people who before they moved to the slurs were already 
experiencing economic problems. Unfortunately, their flocking to the 
slums as just bred and perpetuated their disparity. As findings sho,, 
slum dwellers still belong to the low-income stratum of the society. 
The survey also confirms that slur women have high fertility which i 
a great contributing factor to possible occurrence of micropopulation 
explosion in the a1roidy crowded alum areas. 
Ag fertility was associated with other factors, it was found that 
big families could be attributed to low educational attainment of par.nt 
long duration of marriage and low degree of family planning adoption. 
Findings also showed that f aniiiy planning adoption was more frequent 
among more highly educated women suggesting that a feasible approach 
to reduce fertility among succeeding generations of slum inhabitants 
is making them attain higher levels of education. In this regard, a 
dwellers may be given better chances to avail themselves of free 
education, like scholarship grants and other forms of schooling 
This is a basic approach, yet, the more direct benefit it could affor 
to alum dwellers is the improvement of their employment opportunit' 
They would then be able to raise their own standard of living d 
possibly resettle themselves in areas more conducive to happy ltr:: 
Since findings also ehowed that family planning adoption re 
in reduced fertility, it is necessary that the currently low acceptab 
of family planning to slum inhabitants should be improved. The 
agency concerned should devise means or approaches that could 
planning more appreciated by slum dwellers. 
Considering the relationship of duration of marriage to fertit 
aomehow suggests that early marriage could somehow result in hi 
fertility. This should be a natural consequence but the solution 
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lie in encouraging young slum inhabitants to marry at older ages. 
this survey revealed, most marriages occur when slum dwellers are 15 to 
19 years old. Raising this age range by a number of years, should cause 
considerable effect in fertility reduction. Again, education should 
play a very important role in this respect. Growing children being 
exposed to schools, church, home and community which discourages early 
marriages should be a greatly effective approach. 
The situation of low income and high fertility among slum 
inhabitants ehould undoubtedly be a problem. A5 results further show, 
the current number of births of most alum families exceeds the number 
of births regarded by wives as ideal based on the magnitude of their 
income. It is obvious that bread-winners cannot entirely support the 
relatively big family they are tending. While ways are devised to 
reduce fertility, husbands should at the se time be given better 
chances at jobs that earn a higher income. They may be encouraged to 
undergo vocational or out-of-school and other manpower development 
training which should be provided to them free or at some other 
beneficial arrangements. They, however, need further help in job 
placement, and the jobs should be in line with their training. In 
this concern, the government with its numerous agencies should be an 
indispensable entity. Although programa of manpower development has 
been going on in many parts of the country, yet, implementation of 
the same among alum inhabitants in Iloilo City needs intensification. 
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SEAPRAP 
THE SOUTHEAST ASIA POPULATION RESEARCH AWARDS PROGRAM 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
* To strengthen the research capabilities of young 
Southeast Asian social scientists, and to provide 
them with technical support and guidance if 
required. 
* To increase the quantity and quality of social 
science research on population problems in South- 
east Asia. 
* To facilitate the flow of information about popu- 
lation research developed in the program as 
well as its implications for policy and planning 
among researchers in the region, and between re- 
searchers, government planners and policy makers. 
ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH AREAS 
The range of the research areas include a wide 
variety of research problems relating to population, 
but excludes reproductive biology. The following are 
some examples of research areas that could fall 
within the general focus of the Program: 
* Factors contributing to or related to fertility re- 
gulation and family planning programs; familial, 
psychological, social, political and economic 
effects of family planning and contraception. 
* Antecedents, processes, and consequences (demo- 
graphic, cultural, social, psychological, political, 
economic) of population structure, distribution, 
growth and change. 
* Family structure, sexual behaviour and the rela- 
tionship between child-bearing patterns and child 
development. 
* Inter-relations between population variables and 
the process of social and economic development 
(housing, education, health, quality of the environ- 
ment, etc). 
* Population policy, including the interaction of 
population variables and economic policies, policy 
implications of population distribution and move- 
ment with reference to both urban and rural 
settings, and the interaction of population variables 
and law. 
* Evaluation of on-going population education pro- 
grams and/or development of knowledge-based 
population education program. 
* Incentive schemes - infrastructures, opportunities; 
overall economic and social development programs. 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
Selection will be made by a Program Committee of 
distinguished Southeast Asian scholars in the social 
sciences and population. The following factors will 
be considered in evaluating research proposals: 
1 relevance of the proposed research to current 
issues of population ¡n the particular countries of 
Southeast Asia; 
its potential contribution to policy formation, pro- 
gram implementation, and problem solving; 
adequacy of research design, including problem 
definition, method of procedure, proposed mode 
of analysis, and knowledge of literature; 
feasibility of the project, including time require- 
ment; budget; and availability, accessibility, and 
reliability of data; 
Applicant's potential for further development. 
DURATION AND AMOUNT OF AWARDS 
Research awards will be made for a period of up to 
one year. In exceptional cases, requests for limited 
extension may be considered. The amount of an 
award will depend on location, type and size of the 
project, but the maximum should not exceed 
US$7,500. 
QUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS 
The Program is open to nationals of the following 
countries: Burma, Indonesia, Kampuchea, Laos, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet- 
nam. Particular emphasis will be placed on attracting 
young social scientists in provincial areas. 
Applications are invited from the following: 
* Graduate students in thesis programs 
* Faculty members 
* Staff members ¡n appropriate governmental and 
other organizations. 
Full-time commitment is preferable but applicants 
must at least be able to devote a substantial part of 
their time to the research project. Advisers may be 
provided, depending on the needs of applicants. 
